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WHO	
  IS	
  DAVE	
  EVANS?
By John Wright, Columnist Banjo Newsletter.

William David Evans of Morehead Kentucky, is an original and talented
instrumentalist, a first rate entertainer, and a powerful and exuberant personality both
off stage and on. Most important, he is one of the three or four greatest singers in
bluegrass today.
Though his roots lie in Appalachia, Evan’s traditional musical skills are more a result
of hard work, good taste and thoughtful choice than of simple inheritance. He took
formal banjo lessons as a young man, for instance, and he is curious and
knowledgeable about all sorts of music, black and white, modern and old-time.
He is uniquely skilled at displaying a deep empathy with the subjects – sometimes
joyous, usually painful – that make up his material. His ability is that of a great actor:
he can become, for a moment, the people he is singing about.
In a forthcoming article scheduled to appear in American Vernacular Music, Professor William C. Ellis of Pennsylvania State
University demonstrates in detail how Evans’ singing exemplifies a highly emotional and very individual style that forms an
alternative to the impersonal and restrained manner often though typical of all mountain singing.
The greatest contemporary practitioner of the latter style is Ralph Stanley of Dickenson County, Virginia. And Stanley is one
of Evans’ musical heroes. Two songs in this collection that Evans picked up from the Stanley repertoire, “Another Night” and
the traditional “Wild Bill Jones”, will show at once to anyone who makes a side-by-side comparison the great differences
between these alternative vocal approaches. With the Stanleys, the anger in the latter song and the pain in the first are both
clearly there, but they are kept on a very tight rein. The “facts” of each song, rather than the personalities of the narrators, are
paramount. Evans, on the other hand, wears his heart on his sleeve. It is the anger of the narrator and the pain of the
narrator that strike us as the most important facets of his versions of the songs. What we have here, in other words and
broadly speaking, is romantic as opposed to classical art.
But this is no reason to fall into the romantic trap of assuming that this art is necessarily autobiographical. The stories of the
origins of four other songs included here will serve to illustrate this.
Dave Evans’ soulful version of Woody Guthrie’s “Pastures of Plenty” could hardly sound more “real”, but in fact it arose as a
musical joke. Evans knew the song from the singing of Lester Flatt, who had picked up a good deal of folk material during the
latter part of his career. One night at a festival, Evans who was always a generous and energetic parking lot picker, asked a
fan, just for larks, if he would like to hear “Pastures Of Plenty” sung as Ralph Stanley might have done it. “Sort of in the Old
Regular Baptist style”, as he recalled later. And this unique arrangement was made up then and there.
“Only One Was True” originated with a news story Evans saw in a Columbus paper. The headline read “JEALOUS LOVER
SHOOTS MARRIED MOTHER OF FIVE CHILDREN”: one of those events that seem, as so often is the case with real-life
violence, to be almost as grotesque as they are horrifying. Evans wrote the song after musing on this story. Hence it was
imagination rather than experience that made the song and its psychology so very convincing.
“Be Proud of the Gray in Your Hair” moves a little farther along the autobiographical spectrum, since Evans was thinking of
his father when he wrote it. But the song’s most memorable line is “Man’s greatest victory is dying”, and who would expect to
see a quotation from Albert Einstein in a bluegrass song? The line in fact comes from Evans’ reading, which has always been
wide-ranging and enthusiastic.
Evans’ signature number and surely his most popular creation is “One Loaf Bread”. It approaches autobiography in that it is
based on personal experiences, some of which are still very painful for the composer to recall. Central among them is the
death by fire of three children Evans had befriended as a very young boy. A powerful memory indeed, but the real power of
“One Loaf of Bread” comes from the way the adult Dave Evans has reworked this raw material to produce a profoundly moral
meditation of parental responsibility.
Deep emotion, enriched by intelligence, transformed by imagination, communicated by enormous talent: this is the essence
of the art of Dave Evans, an art that has been memorably captured in this superb retrospective collection.
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Dave Evans is a private man who, through his illustrious career, has remained a fairly
silent artist when it comes to permitting public interviews, recordings of performances, or
dealings with the press. It is our pleasure to announce that in working with Mr. Evans
over the past year, we have been able to secure for the first time in history, the rights to
publicly tell his amazing story of music, hardship, freedom, civil rights, redemption, and
destiny.
He is the very definition of a “Living Legend,” often referred to as the “Johnny Cash of
Bluegrass,” and he continues to make music for one reason and one reason only: For
the passion and love for his craft. He is a man who has lived his life the way he wanted
and played by his own rules--sometimes even to a fault--but never in a fashion that
would warrant a single regret. An old timer in the most positive meaning of the phrase,
he’s an artist who never sold his soul, compromised his vision, or changed his approach
to making music. To this day, he continues to belt out soulful, poignant, and personal
music from the heart. Dave’s career has had many ups and downs. He is a family man
whose morals and beliefs are set in the old ways, and this film will be a true to life, gritty,
tell all documentary that like Dave Evans, shoots straight from the hip.
For colleagues, followers and fans of Dave, no explanation as to why a documentary could be made on this amazingly
talented man’s life needs to be given. But for those unfamiliar with his story, a quick glance at his truly astounding career
and his influence on Bluegrass music reveals only a small fragment as to why this man’s story must be told.
When you listen to, and more importantly when you begin to hear, the music of Dave Evans, you start to realize there is
much more than just a catchy melody; his songs are a bit more than just good-old-fashioned foot stomping tunes. The music
of Dave Evans transcends the sheer purpose of what most music brings to a careful listener. Hidden beneath each
masterful lyric are stories, events, legends, tales of real people, places, and moments of joy, sadness, truth and purpose.
Not only is there great meaning in the lyrics and construction of Dave’s songs, but also the manner in which Dave performs
each piece assists in further revelation.
His voice is painfully beautiful, emanating from the depths of his soul. His ability to bring a truth and integrity to each word
that escapes his lungs is a talent one can only be born with; it’s a gift that cannot be taught or enhanced. His tenor and tone
linger inside your ear and stay with you, establishing a sound which is at a constant parallel of opposites--sad yet beautiful,
and refreshingly “old.”
To come to know Dave Evans the person, you realize music is but a mere release of inner turmoil, question, conflict, and his
views of the world around him. Whereas most people know the music and lyrics of his impressive works, few have had the
opportunity to know the man and motivations behind them. As complex as his songs, he has mastered intriguing emotions of
opposition, having the ability to be a man with a reputation for being hard as a rock, while wearing his emotions on his
sleeve.
The story of Dave Evans is one everyone can relate to, a film that will appeal to all ages, races, creeds and genders. His
story is one of struggle, triumph, success, falling from grace, standing up for what you believe in, sacrifice and love. All
emotions and situations any human being can connect with and draw inspiration from. Mr. Evan’s story is one that doesn’t
require an audience to be strictly of a Bluegrass fan-base. We feel that in telling this amazing chronicle of one man’s
journey, we can appeal to a wide demographic of people.
Our organization feels that this film can address and tackle a wide variety of socially important issues and causes. Aside
from the cultural importance and musical heritage addressed in the film within the greater Appalachian region, the complexity
of this story allows for much deeper social issues to be explored. Civil rights, freedom, the justice system, crime and
punishment, personal redemption, and choosing music over violence are a few issues we wish to address in a subtle yet
effective manner. In addition to the moralistic virtues we hope to explore in this artistic work, we are also looking to create a
product that can, in turn, benefit additional appropriate charities. Last of the Breed Inc is presently working to create a
partnership with charitable organizations whose mission statement is to educate young adults with music. We’re hoping
young and impressionable adults can learn from Mr Evan’s own mistakes and successes, and draw inspiration from his
personal story.
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Long time bluegrass singer and songwriter Dave Evans heard a voice when he was just a child at the
young age of thirteen. “From the ole Queen City, to New Boston town, Ironton and Ol’ Hanging Rock,
I’ve made every stop, I’ve played every station, while traveling down Ol’ Highway 52.” The ambitious
youngster who at the time was just acquainting himself with the craft of music and the talent of playing
the banjo, had written these mature lyrics that would come to pass as a bold prediction, some say vision,
of his life to come. By age 18, the boisterous teenager and close knit family man from Portsmouth, Ohio
landed his first professional job when he was asked to join Earl Taylor’s Stoney Mountain Boys band
where Evans would play the banjo.
The talented young “Banjer Picker,” as he liked to call himself, was soon gathering a reputation for
having lightning quick hands when it came to stroking a banjo, and over the course of a year quickly
discovered his talents as an emerging singer and songwriter as well. When an unfortunate illness struck
his mother in 1969, Evans, true to his “family above all” roots, returned home to Ohio to care for his
Mother and be with his loved ones. After her passing, Evans remained in Ohio until the beckoning of
Bluegrass music began calling his name once again. Playing in various clubs, fairs, theatres, and
festivals; he harnessed his talents until an opportunity presented itself in 1972 that he couldn’t resist.
Larry Sparks, known for his hard driving Bluegrass ballads, had approached Dave
about joining up with his band of musical outlaws and soon Evans was a “Lonesome
Rambler.” It was during those years playing and touring with the Ramblers that
Evans would master his deep tenor singing style that would become a staple of his
identity within the Bluegrass community. As with many Legends, their stardom comes
to pass through a natural progression, and Evans, true to form, after bouncing around
in numerous bands of notoriety, eventually embraced his destiny and moved from
being a back up vocalist and band mate, to a front man and leader of his own crew.
In 1978 Dave Evans formed “Dave Evans and the River Bend,” a vehicle which would
finally allow the talented musician to step into the spotlight and produce the music he
had always dreamed of making as a child. Soon Evans, as predicted, had played
every venue, theatre, and stage along the long and winding “Ol’ Highway 52.” The
River Bend thrived for about a decade, touring various states and territories and
recording 5 albums with long time Bluegrass icons, Rebel Records.
During the 90’s Evan’s career came to an immediate and unfortunate halt when again family came calling, and an incident
transpired that to this day, has never been clearly explained to the public. After his son was attacked and shot at by a local
group of troublemakers, Evans, being an individual from a time when men were men, took the law into his own hands. As the
famous song “Pastures of Plenty,” which Evans covered in his album “Classic Bluegrass” goes: “My land I’ll defend with my
life need it be, cause my pastures of plenty must always be free.” Evans did just that by abiding by such a credo, but
unfortunately men who follow their inner voice sometimes find that truth from within, often doesn’t fit within the exterior world.

Evans soon fell victim to a political agenda scorned from run-ins with past public officials that had made it their mission to
retaliate against the former Lonesome Rambler who had made some enemies along the way to becoming a Bluegrass Living
Legend. Evans, the respected artist, musician, and family man who had avoided a record his entire life, was sentenced to 10
years in prison for an “assault” charge. The popular, internationally recorded Bluegrass star would soon vanish from the
public eye and the music business for a full decade.
Evans, who was incarcerated in Ohio, was well known by inmates who had been long
time fans of the local boy who had made it big. Although the charges and sentence
were clearly a skewed, and never was there more of a case where the punishment
didn’t fit the crime, Evans, being the man he is, served his full sentence without a
holler or complaint. While being locked away from the world and taken out of the
limelight, Evans however continued to write music from within his “Cold Dark Cell,” as
mentioned in his masterful “High Waters” album from 2002. As any great artist does,
he adapted and turned an unfortunate situation into positive energy, recording several
albums shortly after his release and drawing on those experiences for lyrical
inspiration. Songs such as “C.O. come and get me,” “It’s all up to you,’ and
“Somebody’s here for me,” off of his return album “Bad Moon Shining,” became
immediate hits with fans who immediately connected to the truth and sincerity of
these telling masterful lyrics of his time in prison.
Rejuvenating the River Bend Band, only this time calling on his family to round out his
crew, Evans and sons continued on the path he was stalled from 10 years ago. To this
day, Dave Evans continues to travel the many winding roads a musician takes
throughout life.
He is without a doubt, a man who has remained unchanged by time, the last of a breed
of men who like life simple, and who make music for the sheer joy of it. Not
preoccupied with corporate sponsors, synthesized enhanced lyrics or looking to reinvent
himself, he has managed to do what few musicians have during the span of their career
and life: Play by their own rules, make the decisions and music they want, and in the
fashion that doesn’t compromise their own personal beliefs, morals, or methods. This
characteristic is a crucial element we will explore in our film because it not only is an
embodiment of Mr. Evan’s lifestyle, but a representation of an entire generation of
bluegrass musicians that has now unfortunately, long since dwindled and past. These
organic and raw traits are what gave this brand of music its power and prominence and
the loss of this essential quality is yet another reason why this is a story that must be
told.
Our film will document this amazingly true legacy of one man’s prediction of his own
destiny and seeing it through, despite juggling the many hurdles life can throw at you.
We will interview key people from Dave’s childhood and early years, as well as
prominent country and bluegrass musicians that have played with, or been inspired by
Dave’s career. Our film will at all opportunities incorporate as much of Dave’s music as
possible to help narrate our story through not just voice over and interview, but in song.
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TREATMENT

PROLOGUE:
TRT (approx 3-5 minutes)
To the tune of “If I ever get back to old Kentucky,” we start out from an aerial shot, flying gracefully over the beautiful hills of
the bluegrass state. The CAMERA sails over serene farmland, lush green forests, rolling hills, and ever stretching lands of
beauty and grace.
Down on the ground, B-ROLL and ESTABLISHERS showcase the iconography of this old territory: farms, animals, coal
mines, hard labor, a place set in the old ways and unchanged by time.

NARRATION
“From out of the back rolling hills of Kentucky a tune is carrying out through the wind, it travels gracefully through the air
reaching the ears of many and continues on, like the rapid waters of a great flowing river. A melody stuck in time, it’s a
familiar sound heard throughout the past decades that have come to pass here in the timeless state of Kentucky.
Present and past converge here by means of a living Bluegrass legend, whose soulful lyrics remind listeners of times long
ago, when music hadn’t lost it’s meaning. In a land rich with history, where many folktales of triumph and struggle have
emerged from out of these old coal mines and pretty green hills, some in these parts say that the Devil went down to Georgia
with his fiddle, because he wouldn’t dare bring a banjo near the likes of Dave Evans.”

CUT TO:
DAVE EVANS, live on stage, ripping it up with a banjo ballad from hell. He plays intensely as a crowd watches in awe at his
masterful hands strumming the life out of the 5 string Ome banjo that’s strapped across his shoulder. It’s the final song of this
live show, and as the lights dim and the crowd roars, we cover the post performance routines and rituals of the River Bend
band and their front man Dave Evans. Over BROLL of the band packing up and setting out towards the next destination of
their tour, we start our journey into this amazing musical story of one man’s life, chronicled in song.

OVER BLACK, CHYRON OF LYRICS: (each “section” of the documentary will be prefaced with meaningful lyrics from one of
Dave’s songs.)

“I begged and I cried for the other kid’s sake.
Not a penny or nickel oh God could I make.
Well, I come across a store up ahead…
I broke out a window,
For one loaf of bread”
--From “One Loaf of Bread,” Classic Bluegrass 1993.
CHAPTER 1:
TRT: 15 minutes *Each 15 minute section will document an approximate decade of Dave’s life.
SUBJECTS: The early years, (Dave age 5-20) growing up in Ohio, Kentucky, and the West Virginia areas, his early
inspirations and important figures in his life. We’ll cover Dave’s discovery of music and the Bluegrass influence in the territory
he originated from. This section will establish Dave Evan’s the person.
INTERVIEWS: We will interview prominent family members and influences on young Dave Evans. We will speak to former
childhood friends, early band mates, neighbors and etc.

“I’ve made every stop,
I've played every station,
While travel'n down Ol' Highway 52"
-From “Highway 52,” The Best of the Vetco Years 2008.
CHAPTER 2:
TRT: 15 minutes
SUBJECTS: Dave’s big break into professional music, getting hired by Earl Taylor and the Stoney Mountain Boys and playing
with them. Returning home to care for his Mother when she fell sick and caring for her until her passing and how that affected
his life and career. Dave’s return to music afterward and playing with Larry Sparks and the Lonesome Ramblers. We’ll cover
his expansive young career playing with other well-known groups such as Red Allen and The Kentuckians, The Boys from
Indiana, The Goins Brothers, Earl Taylor and the Stoney Mountain Boys, Lilliemae and the Dixie Gospelaires, etc. This section
will cover from Dave’s professional origins in music, and go to approximately 1978 when Dave decided to create his own
band, “Dave Evans and the River Bend". We will also explore the battle between the emergence of the corporate clean cut
bluegrass musicians versus the traditional hard driving hard living lifestyle of roots bluegrass and the style of music Dave is a
part of. We will discuss that although Evan’s experienced a great deal of success during this time, the clash of his traditional
lifestyles and codes of conduct and their continual conflict with the kind of musical artists that are marketable and brand-able
by labels, advertising agencies and corporate sponsors. Dave Evans even at the height of his career remained focues on
playing for small crowds, venues and retaining a personal relationship with his followers rather than commercialize himself.
Essentially, we’ll discover how and why Dave chose to remain true to what bluegrass is to many traditionalist fans of the
genre, and why he did not “sell out.”
INTERVIEWS: We will interview individuals more geared towards Dave’s music career when he played in the bands
mentioned above. We will talk with former band members, owners of venues where the bands played, record label
executives, managers, journalists and writers of Bluegrass and music publications; as well as any other music oriented
interview subjects of relevance.

“I’m getting off easy
But Lord it is so hard to do
Where do we go now from here Lord?
Hey, it’s all up to you.”
-From “It’s all up to you,” Bad Moon Shining 2000.
CHAPTER 3:
TRT: 15 minutes
SUBJECTS: We’ll begin with the year 1978 and go to about 1990. This section will cover the approximate 10 year decade
that Dave Evans and the River Bend toured, played, and recorded several albums. We’ll cover the 5 albums he recorded with
Rebel Records and discuss the origin of that relationship which still remains today. This section will solely document the
golden years of Dave breaking away from being a backup singer to stepping into the spotlight and running his own band.
INTERVIEWS: We will interview band members of the River Bend Band, as well as other artists and noted industry
professionals regarding the impact and influence the band had on Bluegrass music. Interviews will also include members of
Rebel Records and any engineers or individuals that were apart of the making of these albums. Loyal fans of Dave Evans
from the Midwest and Appalachia will also be interviewed.

“My land I'll defend with my life need it be…
'Cause my pastures of plenty must always be free.”
--From “Pastures of Plenty,” Going Round this World 1996.
CHAPTER 4:
TRT: 15 minutes
SUBJECTS: This section will detail the incidents, arrest, judgment and incarceration of Dave Evans. Evans, served 6 years
of a 10 year sentence for assault during the early 90’s and we’ll cover this story that till this day has never been discussed
publicly. This entire section will be dedicated to the incident and what followed up until Dave’s release back to the world and
return to music. We’ll also discuss Dave’s music that was written and conceived while in prison. We will try and incorporate
as much of Dave’s music from the album “Bad Moon Shining,” which detail and derive from many of his experiences while in
prison. We will also cover numerous legends and stories that transpired from jail, including: How Evans was not permitted a
banjo while serving his sentence but did have access to a guitar; this led to him honing and mastering that instrument as well
and further made him incorporate a “new sound” to his music upon his release. Other stories such as how Evans was fined
while in prison for singing in the shower only to have that penalty revoked by the serving sergeant who was also a pastor,
when he discovered the song Evans was singing and writing was gospel.
INTERVIEWS: We will interview former inmates, police officials, the warden, and any available prison workers that were
present during Dave’s time there. We’ll talk to family members and appropriate musicians to speak of the loss of one of
Bluegrass music’s most important figures at the time.

“For after all that was said and done
You’ve got a criminal for a son
Whoa hey Momma, just look at me now.”
--From “Hey Momma Just Look at Me Now,” Just Look at Me Now 2002
CHAPTER 5:
TRT: 15 minutes
SUBJECTS: This section will begin with Dave’s release from prison and tell of his return to music. We’ll discover and discuss
what he learned from this experience and detail his return to Bluegrass and his family after being locked up for 6 long years.
This section will also include the recording of his first album from his release and discuss with friends, musicians and people
in his life if prison changed him and the kind of music he was making at the time. We will also carry this section to about 2006
or later, and track the evolution of Dave’s music and career until that point. The section will end with bringing us up to date to
where Dave is today, and what he is doing now in the present.
INTERVIEWS: This section will return to previous interview subjects we have seen throughout the film and discuss opinions
and thoughts on Dave’s return to music. We will talk with close friends and coworkers in the industry about the loss of a
beautiful singer for 6 long years, and what this did to his career and his start over in life and music. We will speak with band
members from his current band and other important individuals currently in his life today. We will also speak with long time
fans in regard to his removal from the bluegrass scene and his reemergence to the genre with a new sound and tune.

“He said I was born here and then he grew still.
I asked him how far he was planning on going.
He said take me into them pretty green hills.”
-From “Pretty Green Hills,” Pretty Green Hills 2006
CLOSING
(TRT 10 minutes)
SUBJECTS: This portion will be less formal than the previous ones and be more “on the road,” with Dave. *If timing works
out regarding Dave recording a new album, we will document that process. However, if this is not an option, we will travel with
Dave during one of his multi-venue weekend “run outs,” to cover and document the River Bend Band in action. We will talk
with long time fans and followers of Dave’s music and show how to this day, Dave Evans is still working the music circuit,
playing and traveling down the old Highway 52 he wrote about so many years ago. We’ll also discuss how his young
prediction of being a famous world traveling musician came to fruition and the notion that Evans also claims to have foreseen
his own death. This according to Evans can be found within the lyrics of his song “Pretty Green Hills.”
INTERVIEWS: We’ll close our film with fewer interviews in this section and rely more heavily on in the field coverage of Dave
and his band. We will however close out our film with our most notable and important voices from Dave’s life and hear from
them on Dave Evans now, and the future of this masterful musician and what’s to come.
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Thank you for considering our feature documentary, “Last of the Breed: The Dave Evans Story,” for potential grant
giving opportunities and corporate sponsorship.
Last of the Breed: The Dave Evans Story is a sponsored project of Fractured Atlas and the Kanawha Gateway
Heritage Area. Last of the Breed Inc is a 501(c)3 fiscally sponsored company.
About Fractured Atlas:
Fractured Atlas is a non-profit organization that serves a national community of artists and arts organizations.
Our programs and services facilitate the creation of art by offering vital support to the artists who produce it.
We help artists and arts organizations function more effectively as businesses by providing access to
funding, healthcare, education, and more, all in a context that honors their individuality and independent
spirit. By nurturing today's talented but underrepresented voices, we hope to foster a dynamic and diverse
cultural landscape of tomorrow.
About The Kanawha Gateway Heritage Area:
The Kanawha Gateway Heritage Area is a non-profit organization founded in 2006 to support projects that
encourage heritage education and tourism. Through tourism, we hope to foster economic development in the
Kanawha Valley. Increased tourist and visitor activity will create jobs in hospitality and related fields. The
overall aim is to promote and preserve the area’s unique culture and history.
The art of filmmaking is a powerful medium, having the ability to affect and reach people of all ages, genders,
creeds, and nationalities. Good films touch generations of people and can immortalize dreams and subjects of
meaning and purpose. With that in mind, your organization or company is not simply giving a gift or allocating a
grant, but assisting greatly in the creation of something that will grow and continue to inspire others, via the arts,
for years to come. This film would not be made possible without the donations and philanthropic grant
opportunities available through organizations such as yours. We value and appreciate any and all considerations
made on your behalf.
All major sponsors and grantors of our project will be acknowledged in the end credits of the film under
“Sponsorship Provided By,” and “Grants Provided By,” as well as placement in our “Sponsors and Grantors” menu
page on our DVD. (A separate menu page within our DVD lists all major sponsors and provides links to their
company websites or where to find more information if applicable.)
Our funding goal is to secure a total budget of $500,000.00 to bring the film from page to screen. This will cover
our entire production from start to finish including funding for outreach activities involving the filmmakers and Mr.
Evans. The budget includes 30 days of pre-production, 34 days of production, 22 travel days, and 45 days of post
production. A complete budget breakdown is available upon request and currently includes compensation of a
celebrity narrator. We are presently speaking with both country music star Alison Krauss, and actors Steve Martin
or Jeff Bridges in regards to providing narration for the film.
We are seeking donations of $1,000.00 and up from individual sponsors to help us achieve this goal. We shall
also be applying to private organizations and governmental agencies for support.
Last of the Breed, Inc has a goal to use the powerful medium of film, to educate and inspire through this artistic
project. It is our mission with this project to educate others on the many themes lifted up by the film: civil rights,
the consequences for your actions in life, and finding alternative ways to express yourself in times of struggle and
turmoil.
In order to achieve the maximum impact of theatrical distribution along with the DVD, download, and TV/Cable
releases, Last of the Breed will assign rights to Red Line Studios, Inc so as to ensure distribution deals that will
bring the film to as many audiences and outlets as possible.
Contributions on behalf of Last of the Breed: The Dave Evans Story may be made payable to Fractured Atlas or
the Kanawha Gateway Heritage Area and are tax deductible to the extent permitted by law.
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  INC.
Red Line Studios is a Manhattan based full service production company and post-production suite, providing a
one-stop shop for high quality, high concept film and television production. We are an independent studio with a
reputation for excellence, paying an acute attention to detail, and making the impossible possible.
Our staff consists of a close-knit network of like-minded and talented industry professionals who share the same
attitudes, expectations, and level of commitment towards everything we pursue. We are down-to-earth, devoted
professionals with roots at the highest levels of film, television, and print media. We believe in working with small,
intimate crews of hardworking people, with the notion of quality over quantity.
On account of our existing relationships with other studios and companies we have partnered with over the years,
we offer every essential production service needed to take a project from page to screen. Our extensive network
allows us to save executive producers, investors, and companies who work with us, an impressive percentage of
costs within their existing budget. Given that all of the services we offer fall under the same studio, every project
we are involved with achieves a production value 5-10 times worth a budget’s actual cost. This attribute becomes
essential in productions both small and large, because it can free up production money to be invested in
opportunities originally thought to be unavailable, such as affording known talent or specialty services.
We are big picture, long-term goal oriented individuals who understand that it is not only in our client’s best
interest, but also our own, to produce and provide the highest level of professional service and production value to
every project we become involved with.
We are a company that has a great deal of self-expectation and demand for creative uniqueness, aspiring to
consistently bring forward productions that have a strong sense of story and meaning.
Each production we pursue has different needs, expectations, and most importantly, long-term goals. Our
objective for Last of the Breed: The Dave Evans Story; is to produce the film independently for a low budget and
help bring this fascinating story from page to screen. We can also assist in acquiring a distribution deal due to our
10 years experience in the business of producing and distributing films, documentaries and television
programming.
Typically, due to our extensive relationships and work history with distributors, we can almost guarentee at the
very least, a DVD distribution deal for both the United States and Internationally. We will also attempt to bring this
completed project to broadcast television and public television viewership. We understand the importance of not
only helping execute this production, but helping it reach as many viewers and audiences as possible and using
our distribution resources to help is our pleasure.

7.	
  
Distribution	
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DISTRIBUTION	
  RELATIONSHIPS
Red Line Studios Inc. has the ability to get our completed productions in front of some of the biggest film and
video distributors. Below are a compilation of distributors we have either sold or shopped productions to in the
past, or are companies we have existing relationships with, allowing us to bring future films to their acquisitions
departments for consideration.
Distributor List:
20th Century Fox
A&E
Acorn Media Group
Allumination Filmworks
Alpha Film Group, Inc.
Ambrose Video Publishing
Anchor Bay
Ariztical Films
Baker & Taylor
Blue Star (Europe)
Brain Damage Films
Capital Distribution
Choices, Inc.
Cinamour Entertainment
Cinema Guild
Delta Entertainment Corporation
Dimension Films
Discovery
Disney
Elephant Eye Films
Empire Pictures
EPI
Facets Multimedia
Filmwest Associates
First Look Features
Freestyle Releasing
Gemini Distribution
The Global Asylum / The Asylum
Gold Circle Films
Hallmark Entertainment
Happy Together Film & TV
Hart Sharp Entertainment
Home Vision Entertainment
Icon
Image Entertainment
Koch Distribution

Jansen Media
LEO Films
Lionsgate Films
Madacy Entertainment LP
Mastervision
Microcinema Distribution
Minds Eye International
Monarch Films
New Line / Fine Line
Nickelodeon
Overture
The Orchard
Paramount
Passion River
Picture House
Pyramid Media
Regent Releasing
Rebel Light
Runt Distribution
San Juan Music
Scorpio Studios
Screen Gems
Small Planet Pictures
S'more Entertainment
Sony Entertainment
Sub Rosa Studios
Rhino
Tapeworm Video Distributors, Inc.
Think Films
TLA Entertainment
Tri-Seven Entertainment
Ventura Distribution, Inc.
Virgil FIlms
Warner Bros.
Warner Home Video
Weinstein Company
Worldvision Cinema Inc.
York Entertainment
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Dave Evans
Singer / Song Writer
Dave Evans was born in Portsmouth, Ohio (Scioto, Ohio) and has been an avid lover
of Bluegrass Music since the age of eight. When asked to tell a little about himself in
his own words, the following is what he had to say: One of the first memories I have
is when my mother, Bessie Evans, purchased an old Silvertone 5-string banjo which
was a Christmas gift for my father, Bill Evans. Shortly after Christmas, I found myself
seated on the floor of our home at the time in Columbus, Ohio. I was listening to my
father play the first banjer licks I would hear.
Pop (what I called my father) played the old-time Clawhammer-style. I was eight
years old and had been playing the accordion for about a year, but when Pop
introduced me to the beautiful sound of the 5-string banjo, something happened to
me. Like most kids, I was searching for one special item of interest, something that
would become a goal setter in my life. I would find myself able to play that ole' banjer
really well someday. Needless to say, after six or seven years of hard, never-ending
practice and determination, I found I was well on my way to becoming what I wanted:
to be called a "banjer picker".

Soon I found I was becoming a pretty decent singer along with learning the 5-string. I found myself starting to sing the lyrics
or humming the melodies while learning the licks on the banjer to different tunes. So it went, and slowly, but surely I
developed into a singing banjer player. Then came the next phase: a songwriter of Bluegrass Music. Back then, my thirst for
knowledge (generally speaking) of Bluegrass Music became an obsession to me. I wanted to create my own melodies and
write my own lyrics creating a new sound altogether.
Throughout the early years (around 1968), after I had graduated from high school, I had progressed as a singer, songwriter,
musician to the point where I was able to land my first professional job, playing the banjer for Mr. Earl Taylor and the Stoney
Mountain Boys. I worked with Mr. Taylor for about one year and had to return to Ohio due to an illness to my mother. Mother
died in 1969 and I remained in Columbus, Ohio for a while playing clubs, theaters, fairs, festivals, etc.
In 1972 came the opportunity I had been waiting for all of my life, to play hard driving Bluegrass Music. I went to work for Mr.
Larry Sparks and became one of the Lonesome Ramblers. I helped Mr. Sparks with five long play albums and his personal
appearances in 1972 and 1973. I sang tenor for Mr. Sparks and this helped me to create a singing style that I have to this
day.
After leaving the Lonesome Ramblers, I worked with a few well-known groups such as Red Allen and The Kentuckians, The
Boys from Indiana, The Goins Brothers, etc. Then I came to the biggest stepping stone in my life, I decided to form my own
band. In 1978 I created a band that would become known all over the world as "Dave Evans and River Bend".
For me, Dave Evans, my true love lies in Bluegrass Music. She's always been faithful, never lied or let me down through all
the years. She is "my" true foundation to happiness. I've handed her my heart and soul. Through the storms of life she has
sheltered me, she had made me laugh and has made me cry.

Tom T. Hall
Producer
Tom T. Hall (born May 25, 1936 in Olive Hill, Kentucky) is an American
country balladeer, songwriter, and country singer. He has written 11 #1 hit
songs, with 26 more that reached the Top 10, including the pop crossover
hit "I Love", which reached #12 on the Billboard Hot 100.
As a teenager, Hall organized a band called the Kentucky Travelers that
performed before movies for a traveling theater. During a stint in the Army,
Hall performed over the Armed Forces Radio Network and wrote comic
songs about Army experiences. His early career included being a radio
announcer at WRON, a local radio station in Ronceverte, West Virginia. Hall
was also an announcer at WVRC Radio in Spencer WV in the 1960s.

Hall's big songwriting break came in 1963, when country singer Jimmy C. Newman recorded his song, "DJ For a Day." Soon,
Hall moved to Nashville, and within months, he had songs climbing the charts. Hall has been nicknamed "The Story Teller,"
and he has written songs for dozens of country stars, including Johnny Cash, George Jones, Loretta Lynn, Waylon Jennings,
Alan Jackson, and Bobby Bare.
One of his earliest successful songwriting ventures, "Harper Valley PTA," was recorded in 1968 by Jeannie C. Riley, sold
over six million copies, and won both a Grammy Award and CMA award. The song would go on to inspire a motion picture
and television program of the same name. Hall himself has recorded this song, on his album The Definitive Collection (as
track #23). Hall's recording career took off after Ms. Riley's rendition of the song, and he had such hits as "A Week in a
Country Jail," "Old Dogs, Children and Watermelon Wine," "I Love," "Country Is," "The Year Clayton Delaney Died," "I Like
Beer," "Faster Horses (The Cowboy and the Poet)," and many others. He is also noted for his children-oriented songs,
including "Sneaky Snake" and "I Care," the latter of which hit #1 on the country charts in 1975.
Hall won the Grammy Award for Best Album Notes in 1973 for the notes he wrote for his album Tom T. Hall's Greatest Hits.
He was nominated, but did not win, for the same award in 1976 for his album Greatest Hits, Volume 2.
He also hosted the syndicated country music TV show "Pop! Goes the Country" in 1980.
His 1996 song "Little Bitty", from the album Songs from Sopchoppy, became a #1 single that year when it was recorded by
Alan Jackson for the album Everything I Love.
In 1998, his 1972 song "Old Dogs and Children and Watermelon Wine" came second in a BBC Radio 2 poll to find the UK's
favorite easy listening record, despite never having been a hit in the UK, and familiar to Radio 2 listeners mostly through
occasional plays by DJ Terry Wogan. [1]
His song "I Love", in which the narrator lists the things in life that he loves, was used, with altered lyrics, in a popular 2003 TV
commercial for Coors Light.[2]
On July 3, 2007, he released the CD "Tom T. Hall Sings Miss Dixie & Tom T." on his independent bluegrass label Blue Circle
Records.
On February 12, 2008, Hall was inducted into the Country Music Hall of Fame.

Denny Bellamy
Vice Chairman, Kanawha Gateway Heritage Area

Denny Bellamy was born and raised in Point Pleasant, West Virginia. He is a 1976
graduate of Point Pleasant High School participating in varsity sports and student
government. A 1980 graduate of Marshall University, he attained a degree in
Business Administration with majors in Marketing and Physical Distribution. While
a scholarship athlete at Marshall he lettered three years on the football team.
Denny has been an entrepreneur and professional sales representative working
for national and international corporations. He currently is employed by The City
of Point Pleasant as Director of Economic Development and Director of The
Mason County Tourism Center. He also serves as Chairman of The Mason
County Tourism Committee and The Kanawha Gateway Heritage, Inc. In addition
he serves on the board of directors of Main Street Point Pleasant and The Great
Kanawha Resource Conservation and Development Group. All non-profit
organizations promoting heritage tourism and economic development.
After hours, Denny is involved with fundraising and promotion of The Boy Scouts of America, The MGM Marshall
University Athletic Club, The Point Pleasant Athletic Complex Committee, Point Pleasant In Bloom, The Fort Randolph
Committee And The Mothman Festival Committee. He resides in Point Pleasant with his wife and two sons.

Anastasia Konstantinou
President, Last of the Breed Inc.

Anastasia Konstantinou graduated from the prestigious School of Visual Arts in
New York City, with a BFA in screen writing. A well rounded talented artist both
in traditional mediums such as painting, sculpture, and design, Anastasia
began her career by taking on many roles in film and television production,
working as a costume designer, stylist, prop master, and make-up artist.
Merging her interests and talents in the fashion world now with her career as a
filmmaker, she has drafted, designed, and overseen the birth of her wardrobe
creations for various projects and productions, including “Fetish” starring Joan
Collins, Seinfeld’s DVD release, Hershey’s Christmas campaign, Harrah’s
promotional spots, and The Onion News Network.
After several years of working in the wardrobe, art, and make-up departments, she moved on to begin producing
independent films, and documentaries such as Jane Doherty Investigates, The Stranger Side, and the critically acclaimed
“Eyes of the Mothman”. In recent years she has founded Last of the Breed, Inc, a company dedicated to the production of
socially relevant media.
Her other credits also include, CBS, CNN, MSNBC, H&M, MTV, The Mazda Corporation, Trident, The Wiggles, NBC’s Late
Night with Conan O’Brien, and many more.

Sergeo Levitas
Producer, Last of the Breed Inc.
Sergeo Levitas is a multimedia producer whose career in art and entertainment started
in 1997 when he produced and directed the acclaimed off-Broadway American premier
of world renowned Russian poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko's ground-breaking epic play titled
If All Danes Were Jews. He went on to produce and direct numerous multimedia
theatrical performances, building up to the culmination of a new performance genre in
Inferno (1999)вЂ“вЂ“a breathtaking live spectacle blending modern dance, theatre,
poetry, and cinematic projections with original music performed by a live orchestra.
In 2002 Sergeo produced and directed the celebrated feature documentary Marginal
Man for PBS, followed by numerous short narrative films in the proceeding years,
marking a defined shift in his creative attention to the cinematic world. In the last decade
Sergeo has played integral roles in the production of countless independent feature
films, commercial ad campaigns, and television programs, eventually incorporating his
background in fine art to contribute as Production Designer to many projects.
Most recently Sergeo has become a champion of the nonprofit arts world, spearheading
and developing socially conscious arts projects in association with a wide network of
writers, musicians, artists, and filmmakers.

Matthew J. Pellowski
Director, Red Line Studios, Inc.
Matthew J. Pellowski is an accredited, award winning, writer, director, and producer.
Starting in the field of graphic design and illustration, Matthew first began working as
a cartoonist at the early age of 17 when he was hired to illustrate a line of children’s
books for Bantam Double Day Dell publishing in New York City. Originally from
central New Jersey, he majored in illustration at Raritan Valley Community College
and became a nationally ranked, scholar athlete award recipient for basketball.
Matthew then left RVCC and attended the prestigious School of Visual Arts in
Manhattan where he received a BA in Screenwriting.
After graduating, Matthew worked on numerous television programs including: Late
Night with Conan O’Brien, Lost, ESPN Sidelines, The Liza Minnelli show, The
Apprentice, John Leguizamos Sexaholic, NBC’s Sports desk and Inside Edition. He
later incorporated his original love of illustration with his new found success in film
and video when he worked as a storyboard artist for Spike Lee’s Drop Squad
Productions, was hired as a cartoonist for The Cosby Show, and acted as the original
lead illustrator for the television programs Generation Jets, Win Big Today, and The
Noteables.
A director and writer of five films by the age of 22, his work has appeared in various film festivals including the Cannes Film
Festival, The New York International Film Festival, The Los Angeles International Film Festival, Slamdance, The Florida Film
Festival, and The Crested Butte Film & Video Festival where his documentary “American Silt” received a jury award. His film
“Fetish,” starring legendary Hollywood icon and actress Joan Collins, has won awards at numerous festivals including the NY
Film Festival, The Beverly Hills FIlm Festival and others. Most known for his documentary “Eyes of the Mothman,” a best
selling feature program about a haunted West Virginia town, his work has been distributed both domestically and
internationally for both television broadcast and on direct to video.
His career has been well rounded, from working as a floor manager for Motley Crue, acting as a journalist and writer for
humor and paranormal based periodicals that include Mad Magazine, Cracked, UFO Magazine, The Paranormal News and
Paranoia Magazine, to directing programs that have appeared in 86 different countries. He has worked as an illustrator,
cartoonist, storyboard artist, field producer, segment producer, senior producer, journalist, cameraman, ghost writer, script
doctor, magazine columnist, editor, writer, director, and producer in the fields of film, television, publishing, fashion, and
internet media.
As a producer and director, he has worked on numerous promotional broadcasts and productions for such artists and
companies as Jennifer Lopez, Ron Howard, Cedric the Entertainer, AZN television broadcasting, Warner Brothers, Trident, J.
Walter Thompson Marketing, Prata Inc., Will Smith’s “Hitch,” H&M, ESPN, Harrah’s Commercials, Seinfeld, and CNN. After
working steadily in television for 5 years, Matthew later went on to form the independent film production company, Red Line
Studios. Now it its 10th year of existence, he has overseen the full production of numerous independent feature films, best
selling direct to video productions, television programs, documentaries, music videos and more…

